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The networking titan thinks it can
take on IBM, HP, and Deli selling
servers. The ball is in CEO John
Chambers'court. ByJonFortt

T is THE BUZZ of the tech world:
Cisco Systems may soon try sell-
ing servers, those heavy-duty
computers that companies use

to run critical back-office applications.
The prospect of router giant Cisco's
entering the already crowded $55-biI-
lion-a-year server market is intriguing
(imagine if LeBron James decided to
try his hand at football) but also has the
potential to disappoint. (Remember
Michael Jordan's ill-fated effort to play
professional baseball?)

With his server gambit, Cisco CEO
John Chambers appears to be targeting
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a very specific niche: the trendy 'Virtualiza-
tion" segment of the server business, which
is expected to grow 43% this year to $2.7
billion worldwide, according to research
from Gartner. Virtualization basically is a
way to make servers more efficient. Using
specialized software, one computer with
a hard drive and a network connection
can act like several smaller computers and
hard drives on different networks. When
everything goes right, more work gets done
with less hardware and electricity. Multiply
that effect in a data center with thousands
of servers, and you can see why corporate
customers like it, especially in times of
cutting costs. Computer maker Dell, for

VIRTUAL REALITY
WARRIOR THINKS CISCO
CAN"VIRTUALIZE"THE
ENTIREDATACENTER.

example, believes it can
cut its information tech-
nology budget 10% this
year without sacrificing
productivity.

Of course, Cisco isn't
the only company an-
gling for a piece of the
virtualization action.
Dell is trumpeting its
own cost savings as a
way of selling its serv-
ers—bundled with virtu-

alization software—to customers. Hewlett-
Packard and IBM also offer servers bundled
with technology from VMware, the leading
maker of virtualization software. Micro-
soft, meanwhile, has launched a product
to compete with VMware.

Chambers' move into servers and vir-
tualization means Cisco, for years a non-
threatening provider of
"plumbing" for corporate
and telecom networks,
will find itself competing
with companies it once
considered partners. HP
and IBM sometimes sell
or install Cisco equipment
as part of their services
operations. "These mega-
companies are spreading
out into each other's territories in very
real ways," says Bob Beauchamp, CEO of
BMC Software, which makes products
that help companies manage their infor-
mation technology.

But Chambers has little choice but to
try new things. Cisco, with more than
$22 billion a year in annual sales, is see-
ing cash-strapped customers delay pur-
chases by squeezing productivity out of
existing equipment. Cisco's product or-
ders sank 20% in January compared with
the year before, for example. Since bud-
gets are tight, one good way to deliver the
growth shareholders demand is to steal
some business from the server guys.

So how will Cisco's virtualization play-

differ from what every other server maker
is offering? Cisco is saying very little on
the matter (indeed, the company hasn't
formally announced that it is entering
the server business). Padmasree Warrior,
the company's chief technology officer,
suggested in a recent interview that vir-
tualization is a Trojan horse for Cisco to
get deeper into companies' data centers—
those computer rooms that house rows of
servers running corporate applications.

Cisco's aim, Warrior says, is to virtualize
the whole data center by providing software
that can manage real servers and virtual
ones at the same time, plus the jumble
of virtual storage and network connec-
tions (Cisco's area of expertise). In a nod
toward that strategy, Cisco in September
announced the Nexus 1oooV, its first piece
of virtual networking equipment. That's
right—the Nexus 1oooV doesn't physically

exist; it's software that pre-
tends to be a switch.

Still, Cisco isn't exactly
known for its software
prowess, and analysts
widely believe the com-
pany will bundle its serv-
ers with applications from
VMware, which is exactly
what all its would-be com-
petitors are doing. (Cisco

owns 2% of VMware—sto/age giant EMC
owns another 85%—prompting speculation
that Cisco may ultimately acquire EMC as a
way to get its hands on VMware.)

Chambers says virtualization is one
of his big priorities for 2009, along with
globalization, video growth, customer re-
lationships, and Web 2.0. With its strong
position among corporate information
technology departments—Cisco has 61%
of the router market—the company surely
will be able to get an audience for its serv-
ers. But if he aims to beat HP, Dell, and
IBM on their home court, Chambers is
going to have to serve up something truly
groundbreaking. B
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